Genome-wide scanning for linkage in Finnish breast cancer families.
Only a proportion of breast cancer families has germline mutations in the BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes, suggesting the presence of additional susceptibility genes. Finding such genes by linkage analysis has turned out to be difficult due to the genetic heterogeneity of the disease, phenocopies and incomplete penetrance of the mutations. Isolated populations may be helpful in reducing the level of genetic heterogeneity and in providing useful starting points for further genetic analyses. Here, we report results from a genome-wide linkage analysis of 14 high-risk breast cancer families from Finland. These families tested negative for BRCA1 and BRCA2 germline mutations and showed no linkage to the 13q21 region, recently proposed as an additional susceptibility locus. Suggestive linkage was seen at marker D2S364 (2q32) with a parametric two-point LOD score of 1.61 (theta=0), and an LOD score of 2.49 in nonparametric analyses. Additional genotyping of a 40 cM chromosomal region surrounding the region of interest yielded a maximum parametric two-point LOD score of 1.80 (theta=0) at D2S2262 and a nonparametric LOD score of 3.11 at an adjacent novel marker 11291M1 in BAC RP11-67G7. A nonparametric multipoint LOD score of 3.20 was seen at 11291M1 under the assumption of dominant inheritance. While not providing proof of linkage considering the small number of families and large number of laboratory and statistical analyses performed, these results warrant further studies of the 2q32 chromosomal region as a candidate breast cancer susceptibility locus. Both linkage and association studies are likely to be useful, particularly in other isolated populations.